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Cell biology is a study of cell properties and functions. Cells are a fundamental unit of life for all living things and learning about the composition of cells as well as the way they imitate and interact with their environment helps scientists better understand the tissues, organs and organisms they come together to create. The Online Cell Biology Course and
ProgramThe biological studies of cells and molecules are fundamental to learning about how all living organisms develop, survive and grow. Explore the world of interesting cells through online cells and microbiological courses from Harvard, MIT and other leading universities around the world. Harvard's 4-week online course, free, Cell Biology: Mitochondria,
will give students full knowledge of cell functional logic. Study the structure of human cells and functions to better understand how they work. Learn about mitochondrion, cell power plants and understand the process of cell metabolism. The introduction of MIT to Biology - The Secrets of Life, offers an overview of genetics, molecular biology and DNA. Learn
about DNA of macromolecules, RNA and proteins and understand the importance of cell division and replication in development biology. Learn about how genetic information is encoded and carried by cells in the Rice University course, DNA: The Genetics Code of Biology. This course covers DNA structures and explains how these long molecules are
packed into cells. The course is free and self-accoggled so students can enroll and start learning today. Offered by: Wesleyan University via Coursera Price: Free to audit, $49 for the course certificate duration: 5-week format: Video, reading, and qualifying quizzes for college credit?: Not From passing memories for long-term memory, this class provides
scientific look at how memory works, including how memories are formed, stored and recalled in the brain. In addition, the course also discusses deterioration to memory and manner of memory changes when people age. Students learn how to look at people's workplace behavior from a psychological perspective. This course covers topics such as working
in teams, employee motivations, conflicts and how personalities affect work performance. In addition, students also learn topics related to leadership, such as what leadership styles are most effective. Students in this self-course have the opportunity to explore the relationship between psychology and the criminal justice system by analyzing fiction cases.
This class covers the myth about the justice system and how the justice system can be improved. This course explores the positive psychological methods and tips for improving the quality of life in yourself and others around you. The goal of this course is to focus on the positive aspects of psychology rather than Offered by: Sejagat Class Price: $50 for
audit, $75 for course course Length: 14-hour format: Lessons, assignments, and Eligible exams for college credit?: Does this class provide an overview of the counselling profession to those interested in pursuing a career in the field and also serve as a refresher course for professionals who want to horn their skills. Students learn about the daily
responsibilities of counsellors, including how to treat patients and maintain records. Offered by: Udemy Price: $20 Long: 1-hour format: Video and qualifying quizzes for college credits?: None of this course explores the psychological components of aggression and violence, including causes of anger can rise to this level. While working at their own pace,
students delve into the theory on the evolution of human aggression, gender influence on violence and whether aggression is caused by biology or social influence. Offered by: Open University Price: Free Length: Format 8 weeks: Eligible Videos for college credit?: Doesn't this class explore the nature of witness loyalty and how it can contribute to injustice in
certain criminal cases. Students learn how police released statements from witnesses by watching video of the police investigation. Offered by: Udemy Price: $20 Length: 30-minute format: Video and qualifying quizzes for college credit?: No student learns two important frameworks in psychological human development studies: Psychological Theory and
Psychosexual Development Sigmund Freud and Erik Erikson's Psychosocial Development Theory. Through these theories, this course provides an understanding of the psychological achievements that people meet from paediatrics to geriatrics. Offered by: Universal Class Price: $50 to audit, $75 for the course certificate duration: 7-hour format: Lessons,
assignments, and exams Eligible for college credit?: No one interested in exploring a career in child psychology can get the foundation through this course. Students learn biological, social, environmental and psychological factors affecting childhood development, as well as techniques to diagnose and treat those with developmental issues. Central Central
Classes are supported by students. When you buy via a link on our website, we may get an affiliate commission. Weston High School via edX 55 Write Interested reviews to take AP Biology, or advanced biological courses, but not sure if you are ready? This is the course for you! This short course will briefly study the basic concept covered in AP Biology, and
will include advanced challenge questions. Starting with genetic review and related content, this course will provide you to deal with investigations 2 and 3 AP Biological curriculum. DNA and Proteins use BLAST. Students who finish this mini course will be more willing to handle more course materials in the future. Advanced placement® AP® are trademarks
registered and/or owned by the College Board, who are not involved in the production, and do not endorse, these offers. 0.0 rating, based on 0 reviews Start your review on On Ramp to AP* Central Class Biology is supported by students. When you buy via a link on our website, we may get an affiliate commission. Icahn School of Medicine in Mount Sinai
through Coursera Specialization 49 Writes reviews of Genomics Data Science Course System experimental system design using appropriate advanced techniques, collecting big data, and interpreting and interpreting small and large data sets quantitatively. System Biology Specialization covers the concepts and methodologies used in the analysis of system
level systems of the biomedical system. Successful participants will learn how to use experimental, calculation and mathematical methods in system biology and how to design a practical system-level framework to deal with questions in various fields of biomedical. In the final Capstone Project, students will use the methods they learned in five courses of
specialization to work on research projects. 0.0 rating, based on 0 reviews Start your research on Systems Biology and Biotechnology Class Biology Center with free online courses and MOOCs from Wageningen University, Tsinghua University, University of Cape Town, University of Alberta and other leading universities around the world. Read the review to
determine if the class is right for you. 495 Courses / 368.9k following 850 Courses / 328.0k following 1389 Courses / 288.0k following 1452 Courses / 24 9.9k following 1021 Courses / 304.8k following 274 Courses / 194.4k following 2552 Courses / 468.468. 4k following 4106 Courses / 464.8k following 430 Courses / 293.1k following 221 Courses / 126.6k
below in this section: Office of Education and Training Development (OTED) FDA Archives On Visitor Information Website Policy Accessibility FDA / Privacy No Action Fear Back to Top Let's face it: there are many low quality low learning, boring online classes out there. But, there are also some amazing online courses involving students and helping them
learn in ways that are not always possible in traditional classrooms. Most of these top online classes tend to share some common properties: Mediaphotos/Vetta/Getty Images Reading generic textbooks and answering fill-in-blank questions is not a natural way to learn, and a good online class stay away from those formulaic materials. Instead, they try to
engage students with appropriate content to learn topic. Here's a smart test to determine if the content is worth it: Are self-directed students keen to learn more about the topics that want to use that book, website, or video if she knows about it? Does content become something that is in the subject would recommend to foreigners interested in dinner if asked?
If so, perhaps a good type of online class content is always included. A good online class knows how to overcome assignments so that students don't get bored or load at any given week. These courses are designed specifically so that a lot of time is allocated to work on major projects and small assignments to ensure students are involved in the same time.
The best online classes are created with the community in mind. Students are welcomed into the course and feel free to interact with their instructors and friends in a friendly atmosphere. There are several ways that people can create in online classes. Some include off-topic discussion boards where students talk about everything from last week's football
game to their favorite recipes. Others encourage students to post real pictures as their avatar graphics or require students to complete group assignments. Strong communities help students feel comfortable taking risks and asking for help. Nobody wants to scroll through hundreds of pages of text documents – that's not how we're used to experiencing the
web. Good online courses improve learning by inserting videos, interactive activities, podcasts, and other multimedia elements. To make multimedia usage successful, these elements must always have a solid purpose and must be done in a professional way (watching a home video of a professor pedaling dry on a topic is definitely worse than simply reading
the content as a very long text document). As much as possible, good online classes give students the opportunity to shape their own minds and take responsibility for their own learning. Some of the best courses allow students to create their own projects or focus on the elements of the topics they enjoy especially. These courses try to avoid being overly
scripted and instead giving adult students to build their own meaning. What makes sense for the creators of the original course often makes no sense to students trying to navigate through an online course. Good courses are usually reviewed by some outside parties to ensure students can easily find what they need and work through unnecessary confusion
courses. Sometimes, a course load with too much extra can be confusing to students. But, it still helps to give students a way to learn more beyond the prescribed curriculum if they choose to do so. Good online courses provide additional ways for students learn but distinguish it from the core content so that students are not overwhelmed. Not everyone
learns the same way. A good course is sure to appeal to visual, kinesthetic, etc. learning styles by providing a variety of carefully designed multimedia content and tasks that help student students in the most suitable way for them. Sometimes tempting to distinguish courses with elements of flashy technology or having students sign up for dozens of outdoor
services. But, a good online class avoids this temptation. On the other hand, good courses include carefully selected technology that are reliable and fully supported. This helps students avoid panic coming from facing the necessary programs that won't run or videos that won't fit in. Finally, good online classes usually tend to have something extra that gives
them that oomph supplement. It's clear that the best course designers think outside the box. They avoid giving students the same bland experience week after week and surprising them with real opportunities to develop their thoughts and grow as a student. There's no way of formulaics to do this – it's a designer's efforts to figure out what works and carefully
make learning meaningful. Means.
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